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About This Content

Pushing The Envelope is a set of five challenging missions for FSX: Steam Edition. Each will push your abilities to the limit,
with a wide variety of aircraft and locations across the globe.

You will need considerable skill to complete these flight tests, ranging from a tail scrape test in the 747 to a high altitude
demonstration in the F/A-18.

These missions will demand great skill and ability, and a good background knowledge of aviation theory will be of great benefit.

Some complex topics will be discussed such as aircraft performance and stability. Further reading would supplement this series
and expand your flying skills and knowledge.

Produced by a real-world airline pilot, missions are accompanied by full audio commentary, special effects, pre-flight briefing,
many additional scenery objects and rewards.

Mission List

Crosswind Limitation Test – Boeing 737 at Boeing Field, Seattle, USA

African Aid – Douglas DC-3 at Coco Beach, Gabon

High Altitude Demonstration – F/A-18 Hornet (NASA) at Edwards Air Force Base, California, USA
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VMU Test – Boeing 747-400 at Istres Airbase, France

Ski Jump Experiment – Maule Orion (Ski Configuration) at Bold Airfield, Anchorage, Alaska
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I love to fly this is it for me. B U G S and cannot save during the mission, or said reloading saved mission only load the position
and condition of the aircraft but in free flying mode. If you like to fly This is a pretty cool one.. nicely made missions but almos
all of them are broken or buggy. i just bought FSX: Steam Edition - Pushing the Envelope but its no were to be found and there
is no way to contact support this is very annoying. Mission are hard for basic pilots and bad compatibility, but for my money I
was happy, I made all the missions ;). very bad experiance. This add on has alot of glitches and bugs its not functioning right.
They have to fix it. On the mission crosswind limits the 737 I complete all objectives and land then it tells me fail mission you
were supposed to land. The other mission is the F18 Test pilot the mission has an instructor telling you what to do you do
different opposite things that he says and he accepts that and says complete when you land again its messed up it says land at
home base not completed. It was a waste of money buying it I hope I get a reply or the team manages to fix it . You can tell its a
cheap add on not like the built in missions.
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Terrible and dull voice over, poor voice directions, location registration form mission waypoint to waypoint and pass conditions
inaccurate or simply not well programed.. nice add on but i am missing 1 mission.
Ski Jump Experiment \u2013 Maule Orion (Ski Configuration) at Bold Airfield, Anchorage, Alaska
Not there.
Anyone know a fix?
. TL;DR; Consider getting this if you want more of \u201cTest Pilot\u201d type missions for FSX.

Long version:

This DLC contains just five missions, no new aircraft or other perks. However, this DLC is much cheaper than most other DLC
for this game and missions have good quality in general so I find 7.99 EUR price tag (initial sale price) somewhat justified.

I like the mission ideas and design in general, it shows some work was put into them. One of the missions require you to
tailscrape a Boeing 747-400, and default cockpit view has a smaller window where your plane is shown from outside so that you
could better see what you are doing. Some people might argue it is not realistic but that is still only way to really know what you
are doing without feeling G forces yourself.

The narration is OK, but could be better. The narrator explains what you need to do, the explanations could use a bit more
detail, but I liked narration of original missions more since it was designed as your copilot would tell this information to you. I
like copilot style of narration more since it does not brake immersion in game and makes you feel you are not alone in the
cockpit. Missions are quite challenging, but that is what I wanted since I already beat all missions I am interested in original
game, so I wanted more challange.

I would recommend it for people who want more of \u201cTest pilot\u201d missions from original game, because it is basically
that. If you did not like these missions there is not much to gain here.. Yikes.
I'm running Windows 10 on a badass Asus computer. I've done a little findangling to get some other downloads to work on FSX
and really enjoyed the Dodosim helicopters and DC-3 I've downloaded.

Once I installed this update, I loaded the game and flew a glitchy mission with a malfuntioning Mission Compass and lame,
boring narration with missions I couldn't complete. Since then I can't get any flights to load and have to turn off my computer
every time I try to fly.

Do you guys offer refunds? I'm bummed I can't use Flight Sim any more after installing this download.

Too bad. Had potential. nicely made missions but almos all of them are broken or buggy. Mission are hard for basic pilots and
bad compatibility, but for my money I was happy, I made all the missions ;). Terrible and dull voice over, poor voice directions,
location registration form mission waypoint to waypoint and pass conditions inaccurate or simply not well programed.. i dont
recommend this DLC. the missions are a joke.. i dont recommend this DLC. the missions are a joke.
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